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I

In the inky, dismal, and unproﬁtable research of a recent leave
of absence from my life, I happened upon a historical prism of
Assurbanipal that I found to be somewhat disquieting. Of an
enemy whose remains he had abused in a manner that does not
bear repeating here, this most scholarly of Mesopotamian kings
professes:

I made him more dead than he was before.

(Prism A Beiträge zum Inschriftenwerk Assurbanipals ed.
Borger [Harrassowitz 1996] 241)

Prisms of this sort were often buried in the foundations of government buildings, to be read by gods but not men. Somewhere
in the shifting labyrinth of movable stacks I could hear a low
dial tone humming without end. In Assurbanipal’s library there
is a poem, written on clay, that corrects various commonly held
errors regarding the venerable realm of the dead. Contrary to
the accounts of Mu Lian, Madame Blavatsky, and Kwasi Benefo,
et al., it is not customarily permitted to visit the underworld.
No, the underworld visits you.
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II

I lost in dark would

“Good effort, Aom,” I scribble in red. “Please visit ESL Lab
ASAP.”

Yesterday’s learning diagnostics balanced on my knee, I await
the #33 in a sunlit plexiglass shelter. At the far end of the bench,
a girl in a deconstructed peasant blouse frowns into her phone
as if it were an ancient hand mirror.

Once upon a time something something?

“For heaven’s sake, LaDonté,” I pencil in the margin.

My students are all over the map these days. I rub my temples
for a spell, the bench beneath me thrumming with traffic. The
pages ﬂutter and settle like a stunned wren rearranging itself on
my lap.
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In the middle of life, I found myself lost in a forest of shadows.

Out of nowhere, my bus splashes past, out of service. My benchmate stuffs her belongings into a bursting purse and storms off
with a curse. It looks like I’ll have to reschedule with Song yet
again.

Translate the opening of the Inferno into Standard American English.
You may refer to your notes. Stay calm. Good luck.
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